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My Silent Cry
I can't write my feelings,
On a sheet of paper.

I can't spill my heart,

To people who could care less.

I can't say the words I mean,

Or scream for help to a world that's deaf.
Because my hands are numb,

My heart has stopped beating,

And my vocal cords cut, a long time ago.
So I'll just sit here,

Listening to the laughter around me,
Silent tears streaming down my face.

Hoping that among the blind innocence,
Someone’ll see,

What I really mean

~Anonymous

Untitled
Sometimes I can't write the words I want to say,
So I hold them in.

Over and over I bite my tongue and swallow my feelings,
Until I'm choking on my unspoken thoughts.
But I leave my Mask up anyway,
Until no ones around.

Then I show my true self.
I'm not perfect,

I'm not able to to open up to others,
I'm broken,
I'm lost,

And I'm afraid I'll never be found.

~Madelyn McAndrews

Untitled
If I was a computer
It seems I can’t remember
My wires mixed

Not that close to fixed
I have a broken heart

And I am falling apart

~Morgan McElroy

Rise For The Fall
If I was a computer

It seems I can’t remember
My wires mixed

Not that close to fixed
I have a broken heart

And I am falling apart

~ Anonymous

The Gates of Limbo Have Awoken
Stand amid the wrath of God.
From which we have defiled the odds.

The end is coming from sky and ground.

Bringing fire and destruction from all around.
The land below brings tremendous heat.
Which cooks the fishes and your feet.

Don't stand in fear but stand amazed.
For the sky above rains down ablaze.

Fire and brimstone desolates the towns.
What is in store for the people now?

The end is coming and it's coming soon
But does that mean death for you?

Either to the sky from which the judgment came

Or to the gates of limbo with suffering and pain.

~ Anonymous

Drip With The Fury of War
Drip such as those from our past
a constant and endless fury

Drip such with red viscosity
the blood from our wounds

Drip such from the generations
the hatred of our time

Drip such the destruction of our neighbors
the blood of their wounds

Drip such as the enemies ahead
the ire continues

Drip such as your brothers behind
the trials of war

Drip such as those in our future

~Anonymous

Life Is Pain

There is a pain of living

It’s always like you’re giving

But fear not, there’s an end to the plot
To the evil knot

Of the madness of life
Everyone thinks life is fun
Until they’re twenty-one

Because now they realize pain
That they continuously gain
Until they age and die

Fear not you can learn
Before your will burn
It does not require
Your full desire

For this big lesson
The pain brings its fit

But can make you used to it
For if you are used

The pain will defuse
Now you know
The important flow
Of the pain in life

~ Finn McDonald

The Orange Creatures Dome
The dome of flowers is a wall of life
We walk beneath the orange creatures
I feel shielded from my surroundings

The green vines twist around iron rails
Beautifully twisted just like 369

The arch is strong but has cracks to show weakness
Every orange and green holds a story tale

The wind breathes through the cracks and talks to the flowers
The wind kisses the vines and tastes the flowers
I smell the rain on the dome

The warm air turns into cold and dances

The orange animals start to shake and jump

When the orange falls, the beauty will be unknown

~ Blaise Loving

Feeble Desert Flower
You head home and climb into your purple bed
Besides that young desert flower, that feeble desert flower
The flower is as pitiful as life itself
Rest your head down on straw
You care for nothing anymore
No, not anymore

You hear the words you wish to hear no more
Sleep comes to take you into the darkness

Dreams have you thinking of better tomorrow
Another tomorrow
No, not anymore

Eos rises in the morning and you wake upon the ground
Scratched against the damp grass and the sinewy turf
Wet desert rain in your lungs

And there is that feeble desert flower, native once again
Why are you there?
Death? A sign?

You were here as a another
Chasing false dreams

Your story that never made anywhere
Nowhere at all

Through the window you see the feeble desert flower
Most feeble of its kind
Your mind opens up
Realize much

Taste of chance full up inside of you

Eos rises in the morning and you wake on your purple bed
Besides that young desert flower, that feeble desert flower
Swirling with light
Then none

A voice of chance for you to live again

Still that desert flower bring you sadness no more
No, not anymore

~ Ava Dominica Gilormini Lapham

Dark and Light
I see the world all dark and gloomy
Nothing good ever happens to me

Whether you’re young or old, rich or poor
You will annoy me for evermore

I see the world with light and sunshine
I do not need a throne or a shrine
To be as fun and joyful as me

Just act like me and you’ll be carefree
Darkness imprisoned me

I feel as if I’ll never be free

All that I see absolute horror

I’ll stay there never to move forward
I am hopeful for the future

I am a good feeling producer
Rising up to challenge darkness

Whether I am intact or limbless

~ Jayden Rothrock

Close Your Eyes
Close your eyes
Waiting for your problems to disappear

Going to the place full of hopes and dreams
They will appear when know one is near
Form being able to fly

To not wondering why
They will come by
Just don’t sigh

Tonight you are just fine

Work toward your dreams
Our dreams are different

But it gives out the same vibe
In the morning when you wake
And all your dreams evaporate
Your life will stay the same
In that there is no change

~ Anonymous

Untitled
I woke up in the wild wild West
In a wild wild nest

I knew I had to look my wild wild best
For I had to go to a wild wild fest
In the wild wild West

I am so wild wild blessed

That I get to go to this wild wild fest
I have to look my wild wild best

But I lost my wild wild vest

And there was a wild wild request
To wear a wild wild vest

So as you probably wild wild guessed
I found my wild wild vest

And went to the wild wild fest
I am so wild wild blessed

~ Jack Forsyth

The Perfect Guy
My future husband had arrived
Big muscles, cute hair
What a guy

We both went to the gym
I admired that of him

Oh my! He was the perfect guy
One day he walked in
I wanted to talk to him, I was nervous

But he built up the courage to come and talk to me
He gazed from afar

As his eyes twinkled stars

He was sweet and kind, the perfect guy

~ Anonymous

You’re Toast
The man in black
Comes out with the moon
To go and attack

He sings a little tune
As the night falls he comes near
He comes for blood

You can tell he is almost here
For his tracks of mud

The man in black is upon us
You need to run

Go, go, go you must

This time of year is no fun
The screams are close

The people are scattered
We are all toast

Now nothing matters

~ Anonymous

O’Hear Henry
O’hear Henry
That funny little pig

He lays in the sun all day
And he likes to dig
O’hear Henry

His favorite food is oats
He is very lazy

And he doesn’t like the goats
O’hear Henry

He lives on a farm

He is pretty smelly

And his best friend’s name is Charm
O’hear Henry

His funny little sound
It kinda sounds like a bark

Turns out Henry is a hound

~ Tristan Long

My Own Person
I am not enforce nor controlled
I am my own person, all told

What can I say, I can’t explain it

I’m not strong enough to contain it

I am my own person, my confidence is better than gold

~ Robbie DeGruccio

My Sister
There’s something about my sister’s room
Where ideas start to bloom

And all you need is a sketchbook or pen and paper
You could stare at the door
Or lay on the floor

And be struck with an award winning idea
She has made it white and red
With lights above the bed

And instruments perched up on the walls
Although she is gone most of the day
She still lets me come and play

With her paints and 70s records
And I wouldn’t change it for the world
To sit in silence with a girl

Who has continued to inspire me my whole life

~ Aubrie Gilling

Daylight
I can see Daylight
The sun has shined
I’m not trapped

Behind the blinds
It finally hit me
You can see

I’m not who I want to be
Not you, but me

I can see daylight

The sun has shined

Now there’s nothing to hide
Because I’m me

That’s who I want to be
I can see daylight

The sun has shined

~Anonymous

You Drip
Don’t be such a drip
You miserable sip

All I hear is blah blah blah

But I want to dance the Cha Cha Cha
You can’t entertain

And I just can’t explain
It’s all just a bore

You disgusting sore
Your hands are too cold

Your heart filled with mold
I yearn to be bold

But our future you sold
Please go away

And to our neighbors I’ll say
You went on a trip
You miserable sip

~ Tessa Corbet

M+X
She lays there
In the dark

Her heart a tear

Because she rejected the guy with the hair
The ruin of love

Lay there in despair

Take care, take care, take care
Her sobs filled the room
In misery she lay

Just like an injured jay
She awoke with a start

To find her lover there

She knew they would never part

Because they were connected at heart
~ Olivia Theim

A New life In The World Above
As I look up in the night sky
I see more than stars
I see the world

More than the great beyond
I see hope and peace spread their wings
Because sometimes love is never there

But when it is, it makes something great
I feel gravity pulling me down
But when I let go of what holds me up

I fall and my feet sink into the ground
So I blow up my feelings and tie a knot
Put it on a string
And let it go

Then my feet sink into the ground

And all my emotions are blown up into something unique
And they float
They float through the clouds
Up to the stars
Anywhere else

It’s a new life in the world above

~ Kolten Sauber

Her
A person, a flower, a part of something bigger
More than a human, more than a figure,
A spark of hope, a meaning, a purpose,

He knew in the end his world wouldn’t be worthless
It was something he raised straight from the seed,
Now it was something he’d come to need,
He loved her with all of his heart,

He knew she wouldn’t leave, she’d been there from the start
But how could he know?
Maybe she would go,

Maybe she was planning to all along

And when she left, he knew he was wrong.
He no longer loved her, all his effort a waste,
She used him, a fact he had to face,
Then he began to feel alone,

She was all he had ever known.
This pain that he felt was more than he could bare,
He began to cry; this wasn’t fair.

There was nothing to see across his lonely abyss,

Now it was that spark of hope, he started to miss

But this flower hurt him, for thorns it did have
And upon her touch, should she stab
His heart turned to slate
This was his fate…

And this was the end
He Said goodbye to his gem

~ Anonymous

White Bud
As a flower in the garden,
Bending towards the sun,
Unfold its tiny petals
One by one by one

Sitting in the gloom

Waiting for it bloom
Something I love

Waiting and waiting as vines start to hug me
My heart racing as I notice a bud isn’t blooming
I listen to the beating sound of thunder
And the dropping sound of rain
I have never felt so alone,
No one to talk to

No one to listen to
The sun sets and I watch it go down
My eyes start to close

Deep in my mind colors start to take shape
Colors reminiscent of a sunset
Red and orange and pink

In the darkness I focus on the silence and begin to sense
A fragrance blowing through the wind

~ Anonymous

Arizona
Under the sun is where I lay

She beats down heat, ray after ray
I breath in the arid air

Looking out, her canvas bare
Her land is cracked and dry
The sand, picked up to fly

Her plants grow with roots

Supplying nature with fruits
The animals roam through her valleys
And people walk down her city alleys
Some locals wear hats and boots
While some where ties and suits
She is home to many that vary

Some live in the desert, some live in the city
Some on all fours and some just on two
Arizona, we love you

~ Katie Villarreal

Death Upon Us
The moon lied still in the billowing night sky,
As the old crow croaked he grew to a sigh,
The only noise across the land,

As death battles to its demand,

For the crow saw another man as he lost,
Not a sound as he lies still in the frost.

As the cessation of will was brought on by all,
Death now overcomes life as it lies in thrall,

The ghouls of death are left glorifying in hate,
As crushed, weeping souls destroy their fate.
As the Earth now tumbles and turns,

Nothing is left but ashes from its burns.
Yes the old crow will sit and dreadfully wait,
For its world to stop revolving in hate

The only one powerfully preaching praise as old souls awakens,
Free in God’s hand, as bodies are left forsaken,

There the crow will sit speaking delicate words so gracefully wise,
As every lost soul flies up to the skies

For these angels will join hand in hand,

As demons sink into dreams like quicksand,
With no one left to hold the sithe,

They come to see their defeat and writhe,

Leaving the men to dance to a spectacular hymn,
With all the angels and saints, positive and prim.

~ Haley Hoolehan

Soccer
The air is cold and crisp

during my favorite time of year
My soccer friends get together
because soccer season is here
We gather on the field

to run and play our best
Coach works us hard

and then it’s time to rest
Soccer is my favorite sport
to play and watch all day
Soccer players run hard
but never stop the play

I’ve played many sports
but soccer to me is best

It’s faster and more fun
and that’s why it crushes the rest

~ Ryan Denaro

A Friend
A Friend come
A Friend gone

Never to ascend
To your arms

To your heart

Which will never mend
More than a friend?
Perhaps a a bond
Not romantic
Yet strong

This bond is hindered
By a line

A line that stretches long

Drawn to hinder progression
By sheer length

Impossible to brench

Maybe we will be the ones

The ones who the end will reach
~ Emma Arias

Expectation
Bliss and hope dances around me,

Definite thoughts create beautiful, peaceful melody,
A bounty of flowers rises, in a new formation,
And suddenly, something seems
Odd

The definitive thought turns to Expectation
Slowly, Bliss and Hope are dancing away,

The flowers around me have turned to grey,
And finally, Silence.

No! A soft ringing, approaching me like a hunting tiger,
Louder, and Higher, and Nearer, and now I start to choke,
From grey, the flowers start to bleed deep red,

Alone I am, Expectation has burned into thick smoke,
Sitting around me like lead.

~ Marshall Davis

Metamorphosis
There’s a callous in your hands,

A shake in your lungs

That draws a shudder from you
A betrayal

And gradually, you lean forward into nothing -

Trying to make it real, wrap your hands around nothing
Come up with sand, something that's wisps
Ethereal

The dust catches at the the back of your throat
Tying off your words with a satin ribbon
A knot you're afraid to untie

Choking is much easier than not
But eventually you do, and something soft is born,
It open a single wing

Catches the afternoon lightA tinge of warmth emitted in a cool room
An irregular beat awakens in your chest

Thrumming blood through to your fingertips
A crazed tapping that moves you
And you shake and bruise

Uncertain with your newfound limbs
A second nature forming
And you feel clean

Finally, and again

~ Phoebe Vaught (Featuring: Mr. Brechner and Alishia Perry)

Stone Church
And I see it now, lacquered floors in a open room the ceiling high
Its cream colored skin peeling off in patches
scraped initials, scuffed and streaked
The doorways coughing up cigarette butts and shards of glass
The pews that line the walls are low set and cold

you can feel it pressed against the fogged windows
but the room is hot, stained cheeks red
And we are alien here
Intruding on something sacred

Like golden images on a cave wall

The people wear masks of greased hair and stained jeans
Thrashing with fists in the air

The singer shirtless and sagging, he leans into the microphone
Head bowed, he shakes and sways

A gurgled yelling pouring out of him
He jumps around the stage, hangs off the fire escape

While the drummer plays too loud, the guitarist can’t hear himself
And we are hidden until the light shifts and shines on us
Reflects off single pane windows and onto you
Makes the soft browns of your hair gleam
But your face is bare

Eyes wide, reflecting like river stones

The bass drum rattles through my ribs

And I realize what the song’s about Vaught

Epitaph
In broad daylight, there is shadow,
and what’s empty feels cold.
I am the first, his first

and the first one there.

His name means nothing now.

It went out with his heartbeat.
I turn off the T.V. and sit on the ottoman
and listen to an echo.

He told me to have a good time hiking
at Loxahatchee today—

that we were having dinner at Sid’s Deli.

We played a game of paper football after breakfast
with the one I always carried—

that he made for me when I was four.

He taught me with his lopsided grin—
a glint in each shining eye.

I reach into my pocket, take it out.

It’s still smooth and warm with our touch.
When he made it all those years ago,
he wrote an inscription:

“Thy football of wealth and prosperity”
then used scotch tape to protect it.

I call 911, the phone strange, heavy.
I give the address, my name and another
which sounds like cardboard.

I call Mom and listen to her cry and cry.
And the words feel like wood.

At the hospital, I have no one’s hand to hold.

If I did, they would blow away.
They pronounce him dead.

A doctor looks at me and speaks
in a voice too quiet to understand.

There is paperwork and his things:

A wallet, two plastic wrapped mints

and a paper football just like mine—
Just in case.

~ Mr. Jonathan Brechner

Newborn
1

Two oceans rub each other dry.
Every touch—heavy, laden.
A mild day.

The weather searches for a place to sit.
It’s misspelled the rain,
forgotten clouds.
2

Through an open window
chords come in—C-sharp,

a cello playing pianissimo.
It drifts off.

We go to the sill—
paddle the air to bring it back
but push everything away.
3

We reach out and come back with nothing.
Now water is air.

We have nowhere to go, so we stand

looking up at walls which bend back and fall.
Every face is a mask

lying scattered on the shore.

We walk beside them and listen to the wind.
That face was a man, that one a woman,
all staring at the sky.
Along the seabed, water wells up.
4

Then we were born—

not just because of patience
but because we let go of a cord

attached to a long dark dream.
~ Mr. Jonathan Brechner

Nyx
You wait for the lights

Sitting alone in the dark
Not even a spark.

~ Trevor Griffiths

Forlorn
The sky, bathed in blues

With white splattered across the horizon-in shapes you tried to comprehend.
So you continue to drink,

the strong taste trickles down your throat,

stings the cuts in the corners of your mouth.
The cup pressed against cracked lips,

with red lipstick stained on the rim of the solo cup.

And the clouds drooped over the mountains, kissing the snowcaps.
Blue dissipates into oranges and pinks,
Gyrate branches in the wind--

And now the empty bottle of Smirnoff rolls down the hill.
~ Leilani Hunt

Unenchanted
We were doomed from the beginning,
Blinded from the start,

But nothing can be done
To fool a happy heart.

With each smile and giggle,
Every embraced kiss.

We were shooting toward a happy ending,
But somehow missed.

Cinderella lost her slipper
And it was never found.

Prince Charming came too late,
Now no one’s sleeping sound.
Pillows are soaking wet,
Hopes are all lost.

No more dancing in the clouds.
Dreams have all been tossed.
Your heart strives to be broken,
And you long for lonely nights
This time the ship is sinking

We’re going down without a fight.
The fairy-tale warmth has left us
As winter’s setting in.

The storybook reads the end,
But where should we begin?

~ Leilani Hunt

Untitled
All I wanted was to see you smile

Instead all I did was make you frown
I can’t explain my actions

And I can’t take them back

What I can do is regret them
And try to learn

I’m not sure if I can move forward
Since you were the reason I lived
You helped me through so much

And now I’ve made you go away
I can’t make it up

I can only move on
Just not sure how

~ Anonymous

Aspersion
Every life’s a movie

Everyone has different stars and stories — Different nights and mornings
The people that are smiling, Their scenarios are just boring
But I find this movie very entertaining

Standing there with the familiar darkness, Fear holds My hand
The world is just another name for Despair

My height is just another diameter for the earth
All of My joy and anxiety repeats every day

The love and hate directed towards Me

If We run into each other while passing — Would it be fate?
Or We bumped into each other in Our past lives?
Maybe We met each other countless times?

In the darkness, people look happier than the day

But only I walk without purpose; Still blending within the crowd
My memories have swallowed up the night
And hand Me an entirely new world

Because right now, I’m happy… Yet still upset
Looking at Myself, I wish I could

Love that person I see staring back
From My Reflection

~ Lauren Lucas

Gardenia
A Japanese delicacy

All white with a green base
The meaning of the word zen
The smell of clean sheets

~ Anonymous

Halcyon
Because your father's eyes stare into the barrel of the revolver
That he kept in an old dress sock-In your mother's perfume drawer

Because he thought it would hide the scent of gunpowder

And he wouldn't look like a hypocrite to his pacifist support group
But on Sundays before the early morning service

you find your mother's perfume drawer pulled out
And your father holding it as if it was her

And i'm telling you this because it matters, somehow

~ Graysen Forrest

sheer
the skyline, blue
was always you
rough outside

the shivering shutters
a slick slip of the tongue

the deep shore off the coast
a humble dalur
within a sea breeze
crumbling, crippling landfall
for me you never showed

~ Ethan Kelley

Too Early Too Late// Epitaph
Some lost memory flies through my head
A flicker of something that used to be

I don't remember the time or the season
But I remember the feeling

Watching the flowers fall slowly, gracefully
Until there were none left
And the showers came
Full of sorrow

Sprinkling where you lay

With delicate skin and solemn expression
This is not how I wish to remember you

But all I think of now is the color of the oak tree
Carved to form your forever home

My tears will never reach your casket
Yet I dig at the ground

Hoping to find some trace of you
Something to hold onto

So I know you’re still there
~ Jillian Eckman

My Christmas Wish
I
You said you’d be here for Christmas

Yet your car never showed in the driveway
The roar of the engine would make me rush out into the snow
My parents screaming behind me

I never seemed to put anything on my feet
But it was worth the chill
II
I got your message yesterday

I never expected it to be over text
That even though I pleaded

All I got back was “I’m sorry”
Do you still want that present?

The one that I promised you for your birthday this year
I couldn’t afford it at the time, but I can now

I saved up every penny in that old jar we kept
The one that held our dreams for travel
That road trip won’t happen now
Will it?

Take all the gifts you want
III
My feet are numb

As I wait for you in the cold

Praying that maybe you’re just late

Maybe the snow is coming down too hard
And the road is blocked
Please come back

I miss my best friend
I miss you

~ Jillian Eckman

A Letter From Your Cellphone
Dear lover,

Our relationship has been pretty strong for a good three years now. When I first met you it
was like love at first sight. You push my buttons a lot and sometimes you'll drop me out of

nowhere but you always pick me right back up. You say that i'm your life and that you'd be

absolutely devastated if you lost me. I feel quite flattered by the way you stare at me 24/7. I'm
your little black mirror who's helped you through so much. Remember the time I helped you
cheat on that super hard calc test? Or when I helped you turn in that project on time? I

always have the answers to everything you ask me and I know that makes you happy. I know
your parents are just jealous because of all the time we spend together and all the attention
you give me instead of making memories with them.
~ Cassidy Fosha
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